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Amusement in Berlin
In the 1920s Berlin was a cultural metropolis 
and the third largest city. After the World War 
and the inflation the people were looking for 
something new, something different. Berlin 
established several opera houses, museums, 
concert halls, libraries, and more. For example 
in west Berlin there was the „Skala“, it was the 
western pendant to the „Wintergarten“ in east 
Berlin. The people were always looking for 
places where they can see the best show, and 
where they can have the most fun. The people 
danced like crazy to Charleston music, and 
also the famous American dancer Josephine 
Backer showed her talent with a lot of sex 
appeal. The 1920s are also called the „golden 
20s“,in which women emanzipated herself. 
Women started wearing pants, trousers, they 
cut their hair, and they wore sexy clothes like 
feather boas. Women also started to smoke 
cigaretts in public.

http://www.dhm.de/medien/lemo/videos/mode

A video of Berlin in the 20s:



Clärchens Ballhaus

The "Clärchens Ballhaus" opened September, 13rd 1893 under the name Bühlers
Ballhaus. After Bühler died his wife Clara changed the name from Bühlers to 
Clärchens Ballhaus. It survived two world wars. Until the 1940 a lot of people where 
able to have fun in the two-story building: The lower hall was for the simple folk and 
in the upper hall the upper class had fun. 
Since 1944 the Ballhaus was only used for knitting afternoons and also for partys
and in the upper hall was probably an officer casino. 
After the reunion from Germany Clärchens Ballhaus was a family business, until 
2005 where Christian Schulz and David Regeher took over the building. 
Today is the Clärchens Ballhaus a really famous place for fun and dance for every 
age .It is so popular because of the still existing historical feeling. Today is the same 
as earlier celebrated much in Clärchens Ballhaus

NowThen



Hotel Adlon
The Berlin Hotel Adlon opened October, 23rd 1907. It was an investment of 350 million 
euro.  It was built next to the “Brandenburger Tor” and at the “Pariser Platz”, because 
Lorenz Adlon, the owner of the hotel, wanted to have the address “Unter den Linden 1”. 
The Germans hated the hotel at the beginning because to build it, other houses got 
destroyed who weren’t supposed to, because the emperor needed money. The Adlon
Hotel was also one of the first hotels with an elevator. 
The hotel got very popular in the “Weimar Republic” and started to become a hot spot, 
and a meeting point for international meetings in the golden 1920s. People could drink 
tea or listen to the violin. There were also big parties and shows with famous guests like 
Albert Einstein, who loved the Adlon Hotel. Also Thomas Mann and his wife stayed at the 
hotel. Josephine Baker, who got popular in the 20s was famous for crazy shows. One of 
the craziest things she did was to get from the hotel to the show she took a carriage; but 
instead of a horse, she took an ostrich to drag her to the theatre.

At the end of the World War II a big fire nearly destroyed the entire hotel. 
The family Adlon was able to rebuild it after the wall had fallen. The only new 

thing was that The Adlon had one more level for more guests. The new Adlon is just 
as international as the old one. Stars and famous has already been guests in this 
hotel.

Josephine Baker



Now Then

Thomas Mann at Hotel Adlon

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-H27032,_Berlin,_Thomas_Mann_im_Hotel_Adlon.jpg  



Wintergarten Varieté

The Wintergarten Varieté seems to be trapped in an atmosphere of the 1920s. It impresses by 
contemporary Varieté programs of the highest class. The first Wintergarten already existed from 
about 1887 to 1944 at the citytrainstation Friedrichstraße in Berlin-Mitte. 
From 1877 on the old Wintergarten was part of the 
“Central Hotel”: a strung-out room with a length of 
75m, a width of 23m, and a total area of about 1,700 
square meters. The room had a vaulted dome of glass 
and at the highest point of the roof it measured 18m. 
The Wintergarten was lighted by a large number of gas 
lamps which at night looked like having many shining 
stars inside of the glass roof. Bernhard Sehring had the 
idea of   hanging artificial stars into the ceiling of the 
Wintergarten. Many bulbs were attached to the ceiling 
and thus evoked a nice atmosphere. By the autumn of 
1881 the Winter-garten Varieté with its luxurious interior became widely accepted 
as a musical and entertaining venue among the rich Berlin audience who was by then rather 
visiting the Berlin philharmonic hall. Until 1886 the program mostly consisted of instrumentals 
and concerti of well known compositions. From then on the program had been expanded and 
also dancers and singers had been engaged.



Wintergarten Varieté

Through the combination of dancers, singers and a band the first Varieté program in 
Wintergarten was soon created. It was not only attractive for many different artists but 
also for business men who experimented with this kind of new form of theatrical-artistic 
expression. The appeal of the unlikely, the pleasure to be amazed and the yearning to 
roaring laughter had a big influence on the orientation of the program.
Typical for a Varieté was the frequent exchange of the program and thus newer and 
bigger sensations had to be shown. Therefore the first public and commercial film 
screening took place in the Wintergarten on 1 November 1895 where Max and Emil 
Skladanowsky showed their Bioscop within the Varieté program.
In the Wintergarten Varieté many spectacular attractions like acrobatics, juggling, 
performances and more took place and aimed to magic up breathlessness, excitement 
and thrilling heart throb. 

Pictures :wikipwedia.de



Above: The Wintergarten in 

Friedrichstrasse in the 1920th

and the same location today.

On the right: The « new »

Wintergarten in Potsdamer Straße



Scala was a 

famous varieté in

the city center „West“ 

during the 1920s

and 1930s.



Sources

• Pictures:

Under the most of the pictures from wikimedia or 

you find an other source. 

Acceptions: We couldn’t find the owner for one of 

the pictures from the Claerchens Ballhaus, and the 

painting of the Adlon Hotel. If this affects you, 

please message us. 


